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                          Synopsis

     Lattice defect formation in gold, iron, aluminun and

aiuninum-zinc ailoys by the electron irradiation in the 5MV

electron microseope hag ;• been studied. In gold, interstitial

type dislocation ioops and smail vacancy type defects az?e formed

successively at room temperature. Permanent sinks for inter-

stitials, sueh as specimen surfaces and dislocations, prevent

the formation of interstitiai type defects and enhance the formation
                                                                '                                            'of vacancy clustered deÅíects. A rapid formation oÅí vacancy

type defects and the simultaneous shrinkage of interstitial type

loops take place after the cessation of the irradiation.

Kinetics analysis of the point defedt movement quantitatively

explained all the observed phenomena as the' competing processes

between the vaeancy and interstitial movement. The irradiation

intensity dependence of the density of interstitial type defects

shows that the di-interstitiaZs are their stable nuclei.

Observed variety oÅí the growth rate oÅí the loeps is ascribed to

the influence of the permanent sinks to the interstitialL aceumula-
    '   'ti  en.
                                                                  '
     The defeet formation in iron, aluninum and an aluminum aUoy

is also observed and explained in a sinilar way. Zn aluninun,

preÅíerential nucleation oÅí leops takes place on quenched-in

faulted dislocation loops. The irradiation produced defects in

the Ai-Zn alloy are much less than those in pu?e aluminum. The
growth and shrinkage' behaviour of the vacancy type dislocation

loops and helical dislocations in aluninum and its alloy sugge$ts

the iong range attractive interaction between the disiocation

and interstitials and: also the trapping oÅí interstitials by

solute atoms.' '
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          Chapter Z. Introduction

                               '  Zn :this cnapver oÅí introduction, firstly a briet' review ef

lattice defects will be given, a speciai interest being focused

to the roies of the point defects in the change of properties

oe materials. Seeondary, the method of the fast electron

irradiation to produce point deÅíects and a brief survey oÅí the

history of radiation effect study will be shortlY described,

foliowed by the discussions on the unsoived important problems

eoncerning the point defects in gold. The main purpose of

the paper will be summarized to the last in thi.s chapter.

r-1. Lattice DeÅíects in Metals

    Studies concerning the lattice imperfections have revealed -

that the real crystals are net perfect but contain various

kinds of lattice deÅíec.ts, i.e., the grain boundaries, stacking

Åíaults, dislocations, interstitial atoms, lattice vacancies,

etc., and they have important effects on the physical properties

of crystals even if their ammount is very small. Mhe point

defects in metals play an important role on their mechanical
                                                            'properties such as hardening, internal friction and other

anelastic properties, since the interaction between the point

defects and dislocations may cause the pinning of dislocations.

Anothet important role of point deÅíects is seen in the phenomena

such as the ordering of alloys, recrystallization and sintering,

which include the diffusion process. Zt is commonly accepted

that an atom in pure metals moves only when it can move into

a GTacancy which has come to an adjoinning site.

    Upon recognition oÅí the importance of the point defects,

studies which aim the quantitative description and understanding
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                                         '        'of their pToperties vvere desired, and nunerous studies in t]Lis

iieid have been pertormed in recent tvgenty years. Nevertheless,

in spite oÅí the extensive studies, some of the basic properties

of lattice defects such as atomic configulation and dynamicql

properties of interstitials are not known enough at present.

    Mhere are several methods to introduce a high coneentration

of point defects in a specimen; ta' ey are tor instanee, radiation
with energetie panticiesi), quenching from high temperature2),

plastic deformation5), vacuum deposition on a substrate at low

temperatuneZ-,5'6). Nhe electron irradiat'ion, which was

empioyed in the present work, is believed to be most useful

method for the production of interstitials and vacancies.

The irradiation with high energy electrons is suitable Åíor the

study of the natune of point defects, because.the config'anation

of the deÅíects produced directiy by tbe eiectrons is rather

simple compaired to that produeed by fast neutrons or deutrons.

    Mhe study`'of the lattice.aefects preduced by radiation

:damage'is praetically impoTtant since th'e defects may cause ''

the serious problems in reactor materials.

Z-2. Point Defect Formation by Radiation Damage with Fast

      EZectrens

    Mhe interaction between the ineident particles and constituent

atoms in solids leadsto the recoiling oÅí atoms from their

lattice sites. IÅí the recoil is sufficiently energeti'c, at

least one interstitial-vacancY-pair (Frenkel pair) may be

Åíormed.. Ordinarily the collision can be treated as a two-

body collision. In the case of energetic eiectrog this

problem must be treated as the scattering oÅí electron by the
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nuclear charge, and caluculated by using the reiativistic quantum

theory.

    •As well kmown, the reeoil energy of an atom,T, by Rutherford

seattering is given by

      T=2E(E+2moc2)sin(e/2)/Mc2,

'vvhere E is the bombarding energy oÅí anelectron m is the rest mass

of .'the eleetron, M is the mass of the recoil atom, c is the light

veloci.ty and e is the scattering angie. ,Puttinge=n in the

 eguatzion the maximum possible reeoii energy Tm is

      Mm= 2E ( E+ 2raoc2 )/tac2 ,

and the values for several elements are shewn in Fig. 1. wT[hen

Mm exceeds the displacement threshold energy, Td, Frenkel pair

 ean be produced. Zn table Z the experimentally determined Td

 and cerresponding elecron energy `Ed are given for se"veral metals.

 Zt is apparant that most of metals are damaged by elections with

energies less than i.5 MeV. When T                                        exceeds the displaeement                                      m
threshold energy the production rate P of displaced atoms can be

.calucstlated from the primary displacement eross section o- p by
 '

where e is the electron flux per unit time ( or irradiation

intensity) and N is the total number oÅí dispZaced atoms by one
primary-knock-on. oen7) carried out the numericai calculation

       and N by using the method of Mott8). Mgure 2 showsofi.ey
     p
one of the examples oÅí his caluculation for various thneshold

energÅ}es. Mhe solid and dotted lines express the primary

displacement crocess section cN p and the total crocess seetion
                                           '
o-pN respectively. In the present work, his data of the displace-
ment cross section were used Åíor the egtimation of the production

rate of displaced atoms.
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:-5. Recovery Process of Electron Zrradiated Geld

     When a metailic specimen is irradiated with fast electrons

at very lovv temperature such as 4.2 K, most of the produced

point defects are accunulated in the iattice. Upon warming

the point defects beeome mobile by thermal agitation, and will

annihilate by recombining with the opposite type defects, will

form their elusters or will be trapped by impueity atoms and

other kinds of imperfections in the course of migration. Zn

the isochronal annealing these reactions give rise to so called

anneaiing stages, which depend on the aetivation energy of

migration of the poipt defects, the type of reaction, the initial

distribution of mobile defeets and sinks and their interaction
                                            9)potentials. Since Kauffman's Åíirst study ', extensive works

eoncerning the annealing process of radiation damaged gold have

been reported and revealed the existance of recovery stages in

isochronal annealing. The characters ot each recovery stage

ot gold are eontained in Mable Z with those of other fcc metals.

     By now most workers agreed on the major outiines of aanealing

process oÅí the low temperatune part oÅí stage Z, which obeys first

order annealing, and ascribed the substages of that part to the

close Frenkel pair recombination. However, the assignment of

the other recovery stages to the migration and annihilation of

various point defects is still a matter of controversy.

Coneerning the recovery process of irradiated Åícc metals two

eonfront models have been proposed:

(1) One interstitial model (or vacancy model)

    This modei was proposed by Koehler's school. The subpeak
at or near the end oÅí stage Z which shows the second order
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           '
reaction is ascribed to the long range three dimentional migration

of interstitials to vacancies, impurity atoms, interstitial

elusters, surfaces, grain boundaries or dislocations. Though

this stage has been ciearZy obserbed in the recovery process of

aiuninun and copper, no distinct stage corresponding to this

has been found in that of gold. Zt is supposed that at stage •

IZ, interstitials whieh have been trapped by impueity atoms

during irradiation er during the stage Z annealing are released

and annihilate at vacancies or sinks ot other types. b"tage IIZ

is ascribed to the rnigration and annihilation of vacancies.

The evidence of this model for gold is mainly based on the fact

that the activation energy observed in stage ZIZ annealing is

the same as that in the annealing oÅí a specimen quenched from

certain high temperature like 700bC. rhe activation energy

observed in the gold specimen with 99.999976 pupity by Lee-and
KoehierlO) for sMeV eZeetron irradiation at 100 K was

     Eul = O.85eV Å} O.02ev

and for fast quenched specimens ofthe same purity

     EV = Oe86eV Å} O.02eV

Mhey also pointed out that the activation energy of seage III

recovery process decreases with purity oÅí the specimen. VVhen

the purity of the specimen is 99.9997o,O.82Å}O.04eV was obtained
for the activation energy of stage zull)

     .shimomura12) observed with an electron microscope that

interstitial type dislocation loops produced by the irradiation
a' t 100K shrank at the stage ZII temperatu]re range. The results

strongly suggest that vaeancies can migrate at stage XII.
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(2) Conversion two interstitiai model
     Bauer, seeger and sosin15) proposed another modei for

explaining the reeovery stages of irradiated fcc metals. In

the medel each stage is reasoned as follows:

(i) The substages at the end of stage I, i.e., stage :D and

:E are ascribed to the one dimentional iong range migration of

metastable crowdion interstitiais. Some of them would
annihilate by eombining vvith vacancies Emd the others would convert

to interstitial with stable eonfiguration by eneountering with

other interstitials or impunity atoms. However, some inves•-

tigaters claÅ}med that in the case, oÅí gold no evidence existed

for the long range ntgration of crowdiens at the end oÅí stage I.

(ii) Stage IU is ascribed to the migration of the interstitials.

Vacancies become mobile at higher Vemperature than those of

stage IU.
     As above described,in spite ot the extensive works, even

the basic problem'whether the interstitials become mobile below

40K or at about 500K is unsolved yet. One of the main

reasons which lead to this confusion seems to anise from the

method used for the deteetion ef the recovery process. For
exampie, the electrical resistivity measurement which have been

used in the most experiments in this field, couid reveal the

existence of the recovery stages and could determine the

activation energy and the order oÅí reaction of each recovery
                               'stage, but the method is not suitable for the identification

of the type of defects responsible for each stage,.. A simiiar

situation arises in the measurements of the stored energy,

density, length and lattice parameteTs. Zn order to settle
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the above mentioned discussion the experiment using the method

sueh as fieid ion microscopy and electron microscopy which

can determine directly the type of the defects shouid be

penformed.

Z-4. Radiation Damage Experiments Using High Voltage Eleetron .

      Microscope
                           '     Electron microseopes with high acceleration voltage'(HVD.M)

whieh have been developed in the last decade have many advan-

tages as follews for the studies in various Åíields such as

metallurgy, $olid state physics biolosy and se on.

<1) Since eiectron penetration efficiency increases in aceordance

with the inerease of aceelaration voltage, thick specimens

can be used for observation. For example, it is possible at

the accelaration voltage of 2MV to obtain the transmission
                                                           14)image of dislocations in an aluminium foil as thick as 20p .

This thickness is 12 to 14 times of that observable with an

100kV eleetron microscope. (2) Because the wave iength of

electron decreases with acceleration voltage it becomes possible

to obtain the higher resolution oÅí images and (5) to determine
     J
the structune of microcrystals by using the celected area
ditÅíraction from avery smaLl region. Though HVEM has these

advantages, it involves an essential difficuity Åíor some purpos-

es. Nainely, most of the crystals ar?e inevitably damaged by

the highly aecelerated electrons, since they can give a suffi-

cient eneTgy to atoms to displace themselves Åírom their lattice

sites. In the cases of investigations of the properties.

sensitive to lattice det'ects such as mechanical propert•ies and
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diffusion eontrolled processes, radiation induced lattice

defects may cause the additional effects. For making use of

HVEM for such investigations eÅífectiveiy,'it is urrgently necessa-

ry to srudy the radiation damage in HVEM dueing observation.

    Mhere exist three aspects in the radiation damage in HVdiI.

One is concerned with the production of point deÅíects, inciud-

ing the problem of thrqshoid energy Åíor atomic dispZacement

and of the crystallographic prientation and acceleration volcage
                                          '           'dependence oÅí the displacement cross section. The second is
                         'the accumulation and clustering of these point defects in the

specimen. This phemomenon strongly depends on the properties
  'of the radiation induced point defects, production rate of the

defects and thickness oÅí foil for observation. The third is

the influence of these defects on the physical properties.

    For the study of electron radiation damage, HVEM have many

advcoAntages. They are,for instance, the in situ observation
                    'of defect structures during irradiation, the easy setting of the

accurate crystallographic orientation of specimens, the easy

eontrol of the irradiation intensity including such a strong
intensity as lo20electrons/cm2sec, the easy selection of desired

energy of electrons with a high stability, and so on.

    Several reports showed the eompiication of the formation of

point d•efect clusters by the irradiation in HVEM at the tempera-

ture at which some kinds of point defects can move freely.
Makin15) observed the Åíormation of disloc'ation loops in copper

at room temperature in an electron microscope with 600kV. The
                                                          'number of the loops reached its maximum at he early stage oÅí

irradiation and deereased.gradually. The total area surrounded

by the loops incerased with the irradiation time. These loops
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                                                                16)were identified to be the interstitial type by Ipohorski et al. .
At a higher temperatune such as 200'C, they also oberved vacancy

type stacking fault tetrahedra in a thin part of a foil in addi-
tion to the interstitiai tyioe disiocation ioopsi7). in

                            'aluminum, vacancy type dislocation loops were observed at 20QC
                    18,i9)by Shiraishi et al.                          with 1000kV electron microscope but
not at 7oec. vrban20) showed in nickel the simultanious forma-
                                  '                       'tion of interstitial and vacancy type defect'clusters in an
                                                        'intermediate temperature range above and below only the inter-
              'stitiai type defect clusters Åíormed. Norris21,22) irradiated

thin foils of nickel at 450eC in a HVEM and observed that

ititerstitial type dislocation loops Åíormed in the thin area

grevv in proportion vvith the irradiation time. He also observed

the formation of voids in the specimen at 4800C which had been

irraddated by argon before irradiation with electrons, and

observed a constant increase of thei]? number. The formation

of the dislocation loops in cobalt iTradiated with electrons in
a HvEM was studied by Howe25). The density oÅí dislocation

loops increased rapidly in the first few minutes and saturated.

The.size of leops increased with the square root oÅí the irradi-

ation time.

    The above various observations clearly show that the Åíorma-

tion oe point defeet alusters is essentially reiated to the

irradiation temperatures, migration rates of each kind of point

defects, the binding among themselves and so on.
    Makin24) developed a simple theory of homogeneous nucleation

oÅí interstitial clusters which fitted the experimental data on
copperl5). The theory was used to predict the time dependenee

of ciuster growth, the width of the denuded zone close to inter-p

Åíaces, the apparent variation in the thneshold energy for
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cluster formation with the foil thickness and temperatures the

interstitial and vecancy concentrations and their enhanced

difÅíusion.

r-5. Purpose of the present Work

   The main purpose oÅí the present work is to obtain the know-

i'edge of point deÅíects in metals and alloys espeeiaily that of

interstitial atoms. For this purpose, t.he accumulation of point

defects directly produced -by irradiation and the elustering

proeesff.efthese point deÅíects should be examined experimentally,

and overall process should be analyzed quantitatively. As the

result of the analysis the probiems such as the identification

of the stage ,IIXr'recovery•and the behaviours oÅí interstitiais

including their mobility should be solved.

    At the time vvhen a great future posibility of tbe HVEIvi has

been expected in wide fields of the naturai science, one should
realize that the damage of the structUre of materials by electron

irradiation isan unavoidable phenomerion. Though the darnage itself

would offen prevent the strightfoward progress oÅí each Åíield

of the studies, the accunulation of the acculate knowledge oÅí the

nature'of •.damage such as given in the paper would supply the

ways to eÅífective application of the HVEM in these studies.
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                 Chapter IZ. Experimental Procedures

:Z-i Specimens

    Goid of nominal purity of 99.999//o was cold rolied to the

thickness of 40p and was annealed in air Åíor one hour at 8000C.

The average grain size was about O.2mmand the density oÅí dislo--
                                   'eations inside the grains was less than lxlo5/cm2. some

of: the rolled thin foiis were heated to 9000C and subsequently

guenehed into water kept a little above the room temperature to

introduce large stacking fault tetrahedra and dislocation loops
                'of the Frank sessile type. Some others were plastically
deformed 50e/o. by cold roliing in order to introduce high density

of dislocations. The average dislocation density in these
deformed specimens was about loiO/cm2. The specimens for irradi-

ation and observation in HVIiM were prepared by usual electro--

polishing in a cyanide bath.

    Pure aluninum specimens with faulted vacaney type dislocation

loops were prepared by guenching aiuninum foiis oÅí 99.999C/o purity

from 550bC into water at room temperature. The average size
and density of the dislocation loops were loooX and loX5/cm5

respeetively.

    An aluminun alloy with 6.5 atO/o zinc with well deveXoped

heUcal dislocations were also prepared by quenching from 550eC
                                              'into water at 80"C. The alloy specimens were electropolished

in perchioric acid and ethanol solution.

    Iron foUs oÅí 99.9e/o purity were annealed in vaeuum of
sxlo-5Torr at 7000C for 2 houns, and then thinned by bGth jet
                 '            '                                                      'electropolishing and normal eXectropolislting methods.
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:T-2. Eieetron Irradiation and Observation
                           '
     A high voltage electron microscope HU-2000, which was

installed in Osaka University in 1972 as shown in Fig. 5, was

used Sor irradiation and simultanious observation at severai

accelerationvoltagesbetween i.5ulV and 2.5MV. In some cases

the acceleration voltage was lowerd to 1.0MV or less to avoid

the production of lattice defects by radiation damage. Some

of the specimens were reobserved after irradiation wtth an

eZectron microscope HU--11A with iOOkV to see the annealing

effects.

     The irradiation was performed at room temperatune. ThouEb

the temperature oÅí the specimens were not measured in the present

experiment, it was assured by other investigations the temperature

rise during irradiation and observation was iess than IO
degrees25). mhe electron beam density of individual case was

measured with a Faraday cage located at a position between the

projection lens and the fiorescent!•screen. The maximum density
of eiectrons was about sxioi9eiectrons/cm2. The irradiation

and recording on photographic films was made usualiy under the

same illumination of electron beam to avoid the change of

'accumulation behaviour of the point defects by changing the

irradiation intensity.
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                         '         Chapter ZZr. Experimental Results and Discussions

    Mhe formation of visible defects by the room temperatu]re

electron irradiation in the HVEM varied widely from metal to
         wn.,s
metal andAmodiÅíied by the conditions such as the specimen thick-

ness, presenee of pre-extsting deÅíects, irradiation rate and dose

and so on. M t]xis chapter. the experimental results for goid,•
                                         'iron, aluminum and aluminum-zinc alioy will be described.

The interpretation of the results and diseussions also be

aceompanied.

:IZ-1. Gold
                    '
  :Ir-1-1. Experimental ResuZts

    Mhin foils of pure gold were irradiatied by the electrons

above 2.0MeV in the HVEM. Zn general, dislocation loops

appeared at a very early stage oÅí irradiation and grew large

by successive. irradiation. 'wtien the irradiation intensity

was high enough, another type of deÅíect clusters which are ealled

the black spot defects graduaiiy appeared besides the dislocation

loops. The formation of these defects were strongly affected

by pre-existing defects.

                                     '                  '
  ZZI-1-1-1. Nature of Dislocation ].oops

                                                 e    When the specimen was• thicker than about 500A, a large

number of dislocation leops appeared and grew during electron

irradiation. Figure t+ (a) and (b) shows one of the examples

of these looPs, in a specimen irradiated for IZO and 240 seeonds
respectively with 2.5rAev electrons of the intensity of 6.4xlo18

electrons/cm2sec. The loops had the typicai images of dislo--

cation ioops, and some of the loops showed well defined hexagonal

shape as marked with H in thg figures. The hexagonal loop
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had fringe contrast rising from a stacking fault as in d'"ig. 5,
                                      'when they were observed at an orientation far Åírom exact Bragg

condition of iow indicies. Mherefore, the hexagonal shaped

dislocation loops must be Åíaulted type with the Burgers vector,

b=a[11i]/5. Mhe dislocation ioops as A and B in ti'"ig. 4 became
                              'irregular in shape and did not show any contrast.of stacking

fault aÅíter they had grown up extensiveZy by the prolonged

irradiation with high intensity of electrons. Mhis means that

the ioops wnich onee nucleated as the faulted loops were converted

to the perfect •type loops witn b=a[liOl/2 during their growth.

O.n. the ether hand, it is pot certain whether there was any Zoop

whieh originally nucleated as perfeet type.

    1iwo difficulties were encountered in the counse of the

determination of the sense of the Burgers vector of these loops

from their image contrast. One arose Åírom the fact that so
many diffracted waves were simultaneousLy excited in the hign

voltage electron microseopy, and consequently the ioop image

became complicated. The second difficulty came from the growth

and shrinkage behaviour of the loops as will be described in

the foliowing. Aetually on case was found in which the change

of the loop size was stabilized and stopped even when the irradi-

ation was stopped. Neverthless, the disioeation loops were

determi.ned to be of interstitial type, judging from various
                                             'phenomena explained hereafter. '

  rU-1-X-2. Formation of Dislocation Loops

                                    '    Each series of micrographs in M'"ig. 6 snows the growtn

behaviours of the dislocation loops for two different irradiation

intensities and Fig. 7 shows the variation of the areal density
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of disloeation loops with the irradiation time counted in an

area of about 2000Ain thickness. Though each loop became

larger and larger, their density saturated within a very early

stage of irradiation, less than 1 second, and decreased in a later

stage by slipping out to the specimen surfaces or their mutual

cealescence.

    Zn an experiment for the determination of the irradiation

intensity dependence of the formation oÅí the disiocation loops,

all the conditions ether than the intensity should be kept

unehanged. This could be satisfied when the comparison vvas

performed within a narrow vicinity of the Åílat tapered edge oÅí

polished specimen with the same thiekness gradient and same i'oil

orientation. Actualiy, these conditions were t'uifiiled for

the pictures in Fig. 6. Fig. 8 snows a comparison of the ioop

numbers for thvee dift'erent irradiation intensities made at the

same total electron dose. rhe number oÅí dislocation ioops was

plotted againsv the distance from the edge oÅí a smootnly tapered

specimen. The corresponding thickness in the tigure was •. L

estimated from the widtn oÅí sLip traces appeared in a vicinity

of the irradiated'areas. Ic was found that no loop appeared

in a thin area under a certain limit ot' thickness. The '.

numrber of the loops increases graduaUy above this cmtical

thickness and in the area where thtckness is large enough it

increased linearly with thickness. Mhese observed distribution

oÅí loops indicates that the dislocation loops were formed

uniformly in the foil except in the surÅíace denuded layers of

dislocation loops. The thickness oÅí the denuded layer may be

'defined as the half oÅí' the iimitting thickne$s which is obtained

by extraporating the linear part to zero as shown by the dotted
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lines in Fig. 8. Zt is apparent Åírom the figure that the

thiÅëkness of the layer decreased with the irradiation intensity.

TheBe layers were subtracted from the actual thickness in the

estimation of the loop densities shown in Fig. 9. The figure

showes that the saturated density of the loops increased with

the square root of the irradiation intensity.

    Large angle grain boundaries and dislocations play similar

roles as specimen sur?faces Åíor the Åíormation of dislocation loops.

Grain boundaries were observed to be accompanied with denuded
                                earea of the loops of about 1500A in width as in Fig. 10.

'"Vhen an area with a high density of dislocations was irraidiated

even with an intensity and integrated dose strong enough to

introduce dislocation loops oÅí high density in the dislocation

free area, only a few dislocation loops were observed as in

Fig. 11. Especially, no loops were Åíormed in the regien

where dislocations highly tangled. These facts suggest

clearly that not only the specimen sunfaces but also the large

angle grain boundaries and disiocations act as the eÅífective

sinks for the point defects forntng bhe dislocation loops and

eonsequently suppress their cluster formation.

    Mhe growth rate oÅí dislocation loops formed by irradiation

was fast in the early stage oÅí their formation, and it slowed

down later. Mhe diameter of the majority of the loops observed

in fairly thick area of a foil increased with the cube root of

the irradiation time as A and B in. Fig. 12. A Åíew loops

were found to increase their size linearly with irradiation

time at the beginning and slowed down to grow in the later stage

as C and D in Fig. 12.-i ,The growth manner of the dislocation

loops appeared in a thin foii area irradiated strongly was a
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iittie more compiicated and ves informative about the behavioue

of the radiation induced point defects. Mg. 15 shows an

example of the specimen having the tapered edge. Four sets

of the composite photographs in tne lower part oÅí the figutre ane

the enlarged photographs of individual aj?eas marked as A, B, C and

D.' .The times indicated in the figures are the irradiation

times. In contrast with the simple grewth of the loop A in a

thick area, the loops B and C formed in thinner ar?eas stopped,

their growth and began to shnink in the later stage of the

irradiation. The loops formed in the thinner area went into

the stage of shrinkage earlier. Aceompanied by the shrinkage

of loops, another type oÅí defects of higher density apperared

gradually as cleqr;y seen in D.

  ZrZ--1-1-5. Formation of Black Spot Defects

    As described briefly in the last paragraph, after a fevv
minutes irradiation with very high intensity as io19eiectrons/
pm2sec the black spot deÅíects beca•me visible preferentiaUy at

the thin area4of a foil and increased their size and number during

continizous irradiation. Fu]?ther irradiation lead to the

appearence of the defects in a thicker area. Typical example

of the formation of the black spot defects are shown in Fig. i4

(a), (b) and (c). [I?he area shown in this Åíigune was irradiated
by 2.oMev eiectrons of o.ssxio19eiectrons/cm2sec and its thickness

                                                      "estimated from the width of slip traces was qbout 500A. The
                               'black spot defects appeared at about 100 sec and its density
reached as high as s.sxioi6cm2 at soo sec. The variation oÅí

the density of blaqk spot defects, their average diameter and

that of dislocation loops in Fig. IZt are shown in Fig. i5 (b),
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           '         '(e) and (a) respeetively. It is apparent from the tigure that

the time of the cessation of the gronth of dislocation loops

had a good coincidence with that oÅí the appearence of the black

spot defeets. Mhe irradiation was stopped at 5iO sec and

then the damage anea was observed again with a very short

illumination of eleetrons to prevent the additional damage after

some room temperature aging. Mhe micrographs (d) and (e) in

Fig. 14 and the picture in the ntddle of b-jg. 15 show.• the

behaviours of the both kinds of the defects during the aging.

Mhe behavioursoÅí;both defects after irradiation showed a clear

interrelation, namely whereas the disloCation Zoops continued to

shrink, the black spot deÅíects which had appeared during irradia-

tion grew further and its diameter reaehed twiee of that

immediately before stopping the irradiation. Additional defect

clusters scarcely nucleated during the annealing. After agtng
                                   'tor 500 see the area was irradiated again. As shown in the

micrograph (f) in Fig. 14 and right hand of d"ig. 15, the size of

dislogation loops increased again but that of black spot decreased,

. The concentration ofthe point defectsin the foil which will

torm the black spot defectS was estimated from the amount of

growth of the biack spot defects during the aging. Assuming

that all the defects are absorbed to the black spot defects

until 500 sec, and the black spots are dislocation loops, the

total concentration of the point defects in the foil inunediately'
after stopping the irradiation was about 1.7xlO'Z-, and its one

half annihilates within a minute as Shovvn in Fig. I6.

    Zt was revealed by the stereoscopic observation using IOOkV

eleetron microscope that the black spot defects exist uniformly

through the foil. The stereo pair photographs are shown in
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Fig. 17•

    All the above observed results strongly suggest that the

black spot deÅíects are the clusters of radiation induced point

defects and have a nature opposite to that oÅí dislocation ioops.
                                                             '    Formation of the black spot defects was afÅíected by the

dislocations. A fOil eontaining a high density of tangled

dislocations was irradiated with a very high intensity as 5.2x
lo19electrons/cm2sec. Though an the area shown in Fi6-. 18

should have been eovered with a large number of disiocation ioops
                                                                 'if there were no tangled dislocations,only a few loops eere
.

                              'observed. However, by prolonged irradiation many black spot
      'defects appeared preferentially in the area of higher dislocation

density as in Fig. 18 (b) and (c). The variation of areal

density of black spot defects in areas oÅí low and high dislo-

cation density are shown in Fig. 19. Though the nucZeation

of the blaek spot defects in the former area was deZayed, the

density of black spot defects satueated at the same level as

that of the latter. It should be noticed that the roleS of
                                        ,dislocations on formation of dislocation loops and oÅí black spot

defects was opposite; namely? formation of the former was
            'suppressed ' and that of the latter was embanced by them. As

vvill be discussed in IIZ-1-2•-2, the phenomena can be understood
             'by considering the role of dislocations in the accunulation of

radiation induced lattice defects.

    A prolonged irradiation with a high intensity caused the

appearence of the blaek spot defects even in an area which had

been originally free Åírom any pre--existing defects such as large

angZe grain boundaries, specimen suTÅíaces and dislocations.

Mg. 20 shows the formation of black spot defects in a weii
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annealed specimen irradiated by 2.oMev electrons of s.2xioi9

electrons/cm2sec. The variation of the density oÅí black sipot
     '           'deÅíects are p16tted against irradiation time in Ng. 21. It
                                                    'was clear from these figures that biack spot defects appeared

preferentiaiiy inside Xarge dislocation loops, which had nucleated

in the early stage oÅí the irradiation, and they were larger in

size and higher in number compared with those outside the loops.

But at the later stage of irradiation, the density in the latter
approached to that of the former. As will be discussed in

the next section, the observed behaviour of the black sPot deÅíects

suggests high accunulation of vacancies along the growth path

of the dislocation loops.

  IZI-1-14. Behavioue oÅí Prg-existing DeÅíects

    Stacking Åíault tetrahedra formed in a quenched specimen were

observed to be converted into faulted dislocation loops by
electron irradiation. The conversion was rapid even for a

comparativeiy low illunination intensity as in Fig. 22. The

leops which had been converted from staeking fault tetrahedra

shrank during the further irradiation, presumabiy absorbing

interstitials and they became irraguXar in shape during the

shrinkage as in Fig. 25. The average shrinkage rate was about
  Q1A/sec at about a few ten seconds.
       .    As shown in Fig. 18 dislocations moved through the specimen

and rearranged their contiguratien. It seemed that their

movement was caused not only by the stress arising from•the local

thermal expansion and contamination by irradiation but also by

the absorptien of point defects. The development of the

helical dislocation marked as H inthe figure strongly sugs.ests
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that the dislocation can absorb the point defects.

:ZI-1-2. Discussions

    Mhe image contrast and three dimentionai distribution of

the elusters produced in the foil by the electron beaJn irradia--

tion suggest that they were the resuLt of the clustering of

point defects primarily produced by the irradiation oÅí electrons.

A variety of the observed phenomena can be understood as the
results ot the eompetition proeess of' interstitials and vacancies

under various circunstances. In order to understand the

phenomena, a kinetics analysis based on the chemical rate theory

was performed, and it lead us to some conclusions on the basie

properties of lattice deÅíects and the formation of point defect

Åëlusters.

  I::-1-2-1. Nature of Dislocation Loops

              -- :nterstitial [Dype Disloeation Loops

     For the determination of the nature oÅí the dislocation ioops

there is a direct method whieh utilizes their image eontrast.

There is an indirect method for the sazne purpose to use the

behaviour oÅí their clustering process. 'i'Jhen one attempts to

use the indirect method, it is necessary to know the mobility

of interstitials at room temperatu?e. In this respeet Fig. 25

is quite suggestive. The vacancy type dislocation loops
                                eshrank with the rate of about l A/sec by absorbing interstitials
                                'produeed by radiation damage. Zf the mobility of interstitials

at room temperature is assumed to be less than 1 junp/sec as

proposed in the conversion two interstitiai mode16the
   'shrinkage ef the loop will occu]r only when interstitials are
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produced in the area very close,: to the dislocation loops.
                                                     4                                                      /sec,As the production rate of interstitials was about iO

the expected shrinkage rate in this case will be two or three

orders smaller than the observed rate. Therefore it is not

appropriate to assume that the mobiXity of interstitial is as

small as 1 junp/sec. On the other hand, the observed rate
ean be explained by assuming the a' ppresiable mobiiity of

interstitials as wili be fully discussed in ZIZ-1-2-2-2.

These strongiy suggest that interstitials have high mobility
at room temperature26)anq tine observed disiocation ioops vuere

their clusters. The validity oÅí this interpretation will be

discussed again in ZZI--1-2-2--4.
'  :Z:-l-2--2. Model Analysis-Formation of Dislocation Loops

     To know the accumulation of point defects and their

clustering during irradiation, the kinetics analysis for the

processes was performed. :n general, the formation of the

defect clusters depends on the concentration oÅí point defects,

their migration rate and binding energy between them. The
mobility of vacancies at room temperature must be O.1 junps/sec
                                     2)                                        , and standing on thejudging Åírom the quenching experiment
         'above mentioned discussion it seems natunal to assume that

the mobility of interstitials is extremely large compared with
that ot vacancy. Mherefore, even in the early stage of

irradiation, during which the accumulation of vacancies and

interstitials are not so high, interstitiais must easily form

their clusters and the formation oÅí vacancy clu$ter:; will be

resonably neglected in the following analysis of the early
        'stage of the irradiation. Mhe later stage of irradiation in
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which the effect of the motion of highly accumulated vacancies

beeomes appreciabie will be treated in the latter half oÅí the

section.

      The fraction of atomic sites at vvhich the primary damage

can take piace is i-Cv, wbere Cv is the concentration of vacant

lattice sites, and knecked-on atoms remain as interstitials

only when they do not jump into spontaneous recombination sites

around a vacaney. Then the interstitials will be produced
with the rate ef P(Z--Cv)(i-ZICV) in a crystal with vacancies,

where P is the production rate in a perfeet crystal and Zl is

the number of the"spontanious recombination sites around a

vaeancy. These interstitials annihilate by migrating to their

sinks sueh as vacancies, specinen surÅíaces, dislocations, and

other interstitials. Zn the present analysis, the efficiency

of these sinks are assumed as Åíollows.

i) Vacancies: An interstitial which reaches near a vacaney will

be captured and annihiiate with it. The rate of the decrease

of the interstitial coneentration Cz through this process is

MzZiCvC:, where Mz denote the migration rate of an interstitial.

If the oscillation frequency of the defect is vo, Mz would be
expressed as; MI=voexp(-Ei:/kT), where Ei: is the activation

energy for interstitial migration, k the Boltzmann constant

and T the specimen temperature. The majority of inter$titials

and vacancies produced by radiation damage wili annihilate by

this mechanism, except during the very early stage of the irra-

diation, and except in the case in which the coneentration oÅí

 sinks is extremely high.
                         'M) Specimen surÅíaces and other parmanent sinks: Specimen
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surfaces, grain boundaries and dislocations may act as efÅíeetive

sinks Åíor interstitials and they will greatly modify the

aecunulation of point deirects and aceordingly wt11 result the

variation in the formation of their clusters. For simplieity

these sinks are assuned to be homogeneous in a toil, and then

the efficiency of these sinks can be represented in the kineticp

anaiysis as a constant sink concentration Cs. In the case of

the surfaces being sinks, random waik theory suggests that Cs
is about (a/h)2 at the center of a Åíoil, where a and h are atomic

distance and foil thickness respectively. For dislocations,
Cs ;should be taken as a quantity propotionai to the. disZocation

density, and so forth. The rate of the decrease of the inter;

stitiai concentration thz?ough this process is MIC6Cz.

iii) InterstitiaZs and their clusters: An interstitial which

reaches near another interstitial will combine and Åíorm a di-

interstitial. TlLe tormation rate of di-interstitials vvill be

                '     dCI2 2                                                           a)     -ar = Z2MICI

where Z2 and CI2 denote the nunber of the spontaneous combination

site oÅí this reaction and concentration oÅí dnyi-inteTstitiai's

respectively. Beeause the configuration and size of the

stable nucleus of interstitial cluster are not known at present,

as a first trial, a di-interstitial is assumed to be the stable

nueleus of" an interstitial cluster. Then the above formation

rate oÅí di-interstitials is aiso the nucleation rate oÅí the

interstitial clusters. The case oÅí a tri-interstitiaL as a

stable nucleus of the interstitial cluster will be treated

later, and, as will be clarified, only the di-interstitial case
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will show a good agreement with experimentally observed inter-

stitial ciuster density and its irradiation intensity dependence.

When the defects formed by the clustering of interstitials are

dislocation loops as those observed in the present work, the

eoneentration oÅí the sinks of these Zoeps fer interstitials is

approximated to be proportional to the total length of their

dislocations. Using the integrated concentration Cn ef

interstitials which have been already used to form the loops

of the concenthation CL of (number. of loops/number of atomic

sites), the rate oÅí the aecumulation of interstitiais to the

loops' becomes

     dTtZtL.zsMI(cz,cu)1/2cl (2)
where Zs is a numerical factor to represent the eapture cross

seetion for interstitials around a dislocation line. Zf the
Zoop is approximated by a circle Zs=2-l:KirZ; where Z3 is the

number of spontanious eombination sites of the process per one

atomic site on the dislocation. The Size of the interstitial

loops was supposed to be uniform, which is justified both from

the experimental results showing the early cessation oÅí the

eluster nucleation and from the Åíollowtng analysis whieh will

aiso show that the nucleation ceases-rapidly by the decrease

oÅí the interstitial concentration.

     Ali the above Åíactors being considered, the variation of

the interstitial concentration during the irradiation with

a constant rate will be given by

     daFtE-X- = P(Z'Cv)(l'ZICv) ' ZIMzCvCI -' MICsCr -2Z2MzCi

                  '                                   - zsMI(cL •czL)1/2cl o)
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The eorresponding variation of the vacancy concentration wili be

     dCv     aTte"- = ?(leCv)(1-ZICv) - ZIM:CICv (4:)
                                                            '
Here the effect from the migration of vacancies was neglected
        'Åíor the reason mentioned beÅíore.

  zxz-1-2-2-1. No Clustering Cdase

     The ease, in which the elustering of interstitials do not

oceure is considered at first as the simplest case. During

a very early stage oÅí the irradiation, CI and Cv and consequently

all the minus terms in eq.(5) are so small that both kinds of

point defect will be accunulated in the specimen, and

Accompanied with the increase of CI the annihilation rate of

interstitials inereases, and when there is no permanent sink,
i.e., cs=O, they are held at constant CI=cv=(p/zlMz)1/2 after

t=(4ngp)-1/2 by the balance of production rate and annihila-

tion rate. s
     When Cs is not zero but small, though the maJority of

continuously introduced interstitials annihilate at vacancies

and eon•sequently supresses the vaeancy accunuZatien, the same

amount of vacancies as that of interstitials which disappeared

at surfaces should be accumulated' in the specimen. ThereÅíore

the aceumulation rate oÅí vaÅëancies is expressed by

              cs     dC       v     aFtE'- = Pcvzl+qs

after (zlMIp)-1/2.

If Cs<< ZiCv, the equation is approximated as
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     dcv Cs
     aFE- = Pcvzl

     '
Hence
      cv=(eltSs;st-2(itlX;2siz..)i/2+ziMz}i/2

                                                    -1/2                                     Y2where the initial condition Cv=(P/ZIMz)                                         at t=(ZIMIP)

was used. As vaeancies are dominant sinks for interstitiaZ

at this stage and as the rate of the accunulation is much

smaller than P,

     dC     lirell- = p •- Mzzicvcz = o

or

     Cr " M:z:l}:e::i v (7)
Interstitial concentration is given from (6) and (7) as
     cl - Mizl{2 9ist - 2c;tiliii2bPM?1/2 + MizS-1/2 <s)

tor

         -1/2t > (ZIMIP)

     Mherefore, Cz and Cv ape held eonstant at

until 1/2MxCs at whlch 2PCst/Zl exceeds P/MIZI

vary after then as

     cv . (2ils)i/2ti/2

and

     cz =( ::211-;:-)1/2t-Y2
          2MIZICs

(P/ziMI)1/2

and then

(6)

they

(9)

(10)
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     When Cs is large, typieal for the case of a thin foil, the

rate of escape of interstitials to surfaces become soen

comparable vgith the production rate at first at about 1/MzCs.

After then, because of the balance oÅí these two rates, Cz is

held eonstant at Cz=P/MICs. On the other hand, vaeancies

inerease with Pt until interstitial--to-vacancy annihilation

term MIZICvCx exceeds interstitial-to-surfaee term MICsCI,
                                                'which occurs at t=Cs/ZIF. After then, though the majority

of the eontinuously introduced interstitials annihilate at

vacancies and eonsequently suppresses the vacaney accumuiation,

the same amount of vacancies as that of interstitials which

annihilated at surfaces should be accunulated in the specimen,

and then
     dast-v = pzlg;.cs ÅÄ CzSlcv

Hences

     cv ,-.(2iClst - (Stt)2jl/2 (u)
                          '
where the initial condition Cv=Cb,/Zl at t--Cs/ZIP was used.

As the vacancies are dominant sinks, the relation between

Ct and Cv also may be expressed by eq.(7) during this stage

and putting it in eg.(ll),
       .         '     C: " izzlllgr:, ,(2EC,St •- (St,)21'i/2

Åíor t>Cs/ZIP. After the irradiation for iong time
                                    '     cV . (?iCiS)1/2tl/2 • (ls)
and
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   C: "(2ritiililgegzics)i/2 t-i/2 . a4)
     '
Vaeancy and interstitiaZ concentrations oÅí "no clustering case"

obtained from the computer simuZation using eqs.(1), (2), (5)

and (Lv) are shown in -Mg. 2S for various sink eÅíficiencies Cs

of permanent sinks. -As a typieai case in the present experiment,
the numerical value used in each pa?ameters were; p=lo'4/sec, '

which corresponds to the case of the irradiation intensity of
ixzo18eiectrons/cm2sec with 2Mev as discribed in :-i, Mz=sxioiO

jumps/sec which is the junp frequency oÅí interstitials at 500K

with the activation energy of migration of O.15eV. The eonstant
zl was taken as 8L-. Its absolute value does not affect the
       'foilowing discussions even when it Xs changed within the same

order oÅí magnitude. :n the present experiment of gold, such

a simple case of on elustering is not realized. Zt should be

pointed out that such a typical simpie case of no clustering

wouid be realized at a high temperatue where ciustering of

interstitials and vacancies are diÅíficult because of the strong

thermal agitation. The case in which the clustering of
interstitials is taken into aÅëcount wUl be treated in the next
                                                   'se.etion.

  :ZZ-1-2-•2-2. Clustering case Z (Di-interstitiai)

     The formation of the interstitial ciusters vvill be diseussed

in the following two typieaZ cases of thin and thick foil.
(i) Mhin foiZ case (p/MIcs< (P/ZIMI)1/2)

     Because vacancies and Åíoil sumÅíaces are the dominant
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sinks for interstitials, the aecumulation of vaeancies and

interstitials obgy the egs.(5), (6) Emd'(8) as 'no cluster-
              ting thin Åíoil case. Therefore, one ean obtain the concen-

tration of interstitial loops from the egs.(1), (5), (6) and

(8) as,

     cz,=}z2Mxp2t5 ' (isa)'
for t<1/MrCs,

     cL-is/lii/Ii,lt-ii.i211i2g2, (isb)

tor i/MxCsSt<Cs/ZIP and

     c.'- ,t,;lllllt,Zg ,{i+lin(2Egit-i)}-;ggE (is.)

                                         'tor t2S/ZIP. For larger t, the density of the loops is

approximated by

            PZ2 2PZI
     CL = 2M:z:6rz:'s lln.etEi"t (16)
Mhe aceumulation manner of CI and Cv for cs=loeZ- and zo"5

are shown schematically in Fig. 25 by dotted line and solid

line respectively, and the resuZts of corresponding computer

ealculation are shown in Fig. 26. Znterstitial cluster
eoncentration CL eStimated from egs.(i5a) (15b) and (15c) for
     4        is also shewn in llnig. 27 by a dotted line with theCs=10
corresponding resuits of eomputer caZculation of solid line.

Mhe analyticaily obtained results show •good agpeeement with that

of exact calculation using computer exeept the transient regions.

The other parameters such as MI, Zl, and P are the same as those
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used in Fig. 25. For the observation with an electron

microscope the lower limit of the observable density of defects
is around sxioi2/cm5, which is ioeiO by the present notation

      . the critical condition for the tormation and observa-of c    ],
tion of the interstitial ciusters for P=10-Z- is estimated to

be cs=lo"'5Nlo-4, which corresponds to the Åíoil thicknes6 of

          eabout 500A. The magnitude of the observed limiting thickness
                                      'and the width of the denuded zone along a grain boundary was
                                    'in this order.

     The grewth rate of an interstitial ioop is given by

     dac' = aZsMzCz ' (17)
where r.is the radius of the loop and a is the growth distance

by the absorption of one interstitial. Mhe radius of a loop

increases with

for 1/MzCs<t<Cs/ZIP, and putting (i4) into (17) one can obtain

the radius after long time irradiation,

    {lt'.s'(t/ii4Z\ic:)i/2t-i/2 ' (iga)

     r . (3i;ilg;!s )i/2ti/2 . (zgb)

This expected behaviour of the loop growth in a thin part of
a foii initiany in proportion te t aiLd Åíinany to ti/2 has not

been observed cleaply, beeause highly accumulated vacancies in

the later stage of irradiation may change the pnenomenon even

with a small mobility at room temperatupe. However, the

loops C and D in Fig. 12 whose radii increased in proportion
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to t at the eariy stage oÅí irradiation and then it incerased
                   1/2                       or with a smaller power must be anin propertien to t

example of this case.

(ii) ThicK Åío" case

    :n the case of smaller Cs, which corresponds to the case of

thick specimen foil and aiso free from other structural permanent

sinks such as grain boundaries and dislocations, interstitials

aceumulate in the early stage ot' irradiation to a higher level

than in the case,oÅí iarge Cs. At the beginning ot'  the irradi--
ation both Cz and Cv increase witn Pt until t=<ziwhIp)'Y2 at

whieh the vaeancy--interstitial amihilation term becomes compara-

bie with the production rate P. At this time interstitial
                                                i/2coneentration reacnes its maximum value (P/Ziiviz) .

    As the interstitiai concentration increases with Pt until'

tbe maximum, the integrated concentration ot' tnterstitial ciusters

during the above inicial stage of irradiation is estimated Åírom

eq.(l) as

    cL - }-( :i2ts:I)i/2 (2o)

At this time of the maximum of interstitiaZ congentration,

vacancies sltouid have reached their concenvration to the same
     '                                                     'levei as interstitials. For smaU C                                         wnicn satisÅíies tne                                      s,
                             J12                                cl at this stage, the accumulationcondition MICsCr<ZsMz(CLCzL)

of vacncies after tnis point can be expressed as Åíoilows

beeause the same aJneunt of vaeancies as that of inverstitia.}.s

eonsumed to form the ioops wiU be accumulated in the specimen.
    ddCtv.pZii.il/iil{}g;u,,21Itilg;k)/2

Åíor t>(ZIMIP)-V2. Considering that the amount'of vaeacles
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accumuiatect furtner Åírom this stages is equivaLent to tne amounv

of interstitiais absorved to interstitia: ioops, dC"/ctt=dCv/dt,

anct CIL becomes nearLy egual to Cv after long time irradiation,
at which the amount of CzL aceunuLated before (zlMzp)-1/2

becomes negligibly small compaped with those accumulated after

that time. And then,
             '
     g2'I!V . . :l (g})i/2 (2,)
, The exact feature of theibcrease of CL was obtained from

the computer simulation of the eqs. (1), (2), (5) and (4),
and the result of a typical case tor cs=lo"8 is'  shovvn in Fig. 27

with the variations oÅí CxandCv. One can see that the nucleatioz

of interstitial type clusters quickly slows down after the

maximum of interstitial concentration. This also agrees with

the experimentally observed nature of their nucleatipn.

Mherefore cv Can be estimated from the assumption of constant
                    'CL, and given by

    cv .({.)2/s(ezafl/2).2, (5•r t2/s , (22)

                                '
Considering that the majority oÅí interstitials which is contin-

uously introduced vvith 'the rate ]? aTe disappeared to vacacies,

CI is given as '

                                                 '    cz =(ÅÄ;")2/5 ,i,/s,}lg:,,t/s t-2/5 (2s)

    Mhe eoncentration oÅí dislocation loops for a long time

irradiation after the maximum bf the interstitial concentration

can be obtained by integrating eg.(1) with eg.(25) using eq.(20)

                                                        'as the initiaX condition.g'
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c.. - {s e )`"/5,l/,Z2,g/s + <g)5/5'- :. l:l 5/5 .p,ll: (?4)

it should be noted here that CL for long time irradiation is
propertionai to pl/2.

                                     '    Although the assumptions bf the constant CL in the estimatign

of Cv and oÅí the sharp change in the anaiytical expression at

the maximam of the int-erstitiai concentration made in the above

analysis ieave some doubts in the exact absolute vaiue of Cv

the fact that the integrated density of the interstitial cluster

both beÅíore and after the maxinum have the same intensity

dependence confirms at least the total density to be proportional
to pl/2. The interstitial cluster density in the computer

simulated results in Fig. 28 are plotted against the irradiation

intensity in Fig. 29, and they showed the exact dependence
proportionai to pi/2 at various irradiation time.

    Mhe experimentally observed intensity• dependence of t]Le

interstitial cluster density agreed well with the above result

which stands on the free migration,of interstitials with a high

mobility and on the di--interstitials as the stable nucleus oÅí

disiocation loops. rhe experimentally observed interstitial
eiuster density was order of ioi5/cm5 Åíor the irradiation

                              'intensity oÅí 2xioi8eiectrons/cm2sec, which correspond to the

production rate oÅí p=10"4/see. The jump freguency MI of

interstitials which can explain the result estimated from eq. (24)
is about ixlOiO/sec, and this yields to the activation energy

                            'of the motion of interstitials to be about O.15 eV.

    Mhe growth rate oÅí interstitial loop is given by putting

eg. (25) into eg. (17),
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                    1/5    d,r,-(ÅÄ})2/5a(LEZ?6:,:D t'2/5

and hence
    r.a(:i71gÅÄ2ic:)i/5tl/5 ' . (2s)

tor large t. Using numerical values as a=2.0A, zl=zs,•P=10'Z-/sec

          -8            , one can obtain the loop radiQus at tand C      =10     L
    ri ioo•ti/5 (X)

Both the functional dependence oÅí the size of dislocation ioeps

on the irradiation time andits absolute vaiue agreed weil withthe

observed resuits described in the previous section.
            '    Mhe shrinkage rate of vacancy loops introduced by qytenching

ean be also expressed by eqs. (19) and (2S) Åíor the thin foil

and thiek.foi'lrespectivily. From these equations one can
                                             .obtain the shrinkage rate of.the order oÅí 1 A/$ec at IOO seconds

using the appropriate value of each :' psvameter for the present

experimental conditions. Zt should be noticed here that the

vaiue agrees well with the observed rate.

    Zt should be emphasized here that ali the above discussions

which could explain the experimental results are standing on the'

model of the free three dimentional mi6ration of interstitials

near room temperature.

    Mhe aceumuiation behaviour of vacncies and interstitials
in the thick foil of'  Cs=10"7 described by eqs. (5), (22) and

                                    '(25) is shown shematicailY in Fig.25 by a chain }ine. Tthere

the following numericaZ value was used for each parameter which
                                                           10corresponded to the experimental conditions, namely IulI=5xlO
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                                        .
junps/see (i.e. El:=o.is ev, vo=ioi5, m=soo K), p=io-LV, zi=z2=szv

and Zs=40. The aecumulation of vacancies in the foil of Cs=
loe7 retared one er halh order compared with that in the thin

                        '              4                . b'jg. 28 is the results of computer ealculationfoU of Cs=10
                     -8                        , which shows the production rate dependenc(tor the foil of C =IO                  s
of the accumulation of vacancies and interstitials and nuclea--

tion of interstitial loops. It shouid be noted that even the•
weak irradiation of p=io-6/sec, the interstitiaz concentration

                   -12at 1 second is 7xlO ., so that the arrival rate oÅí interstitials
                          '                                                       'to dislocations, ZsMzCI, is as la?ge as l atom/sec per one atomic

site on a dislocation. On the other hand, vacancy concentration
reaches io'-5 by the irradiation of p=io-4/sec for lo sec. Even

iÅí intensity is iowered to p=kio-6/sec, which is the minimun

intensity by which one can observed the image on the Åílourecence
screen, vac' ancy concentration reaches io-5 after iooo seconds

irradiation. When the foii is thinner or has more permanent

sinks for interstitials t.he accumulation of vacancy is more

enbanced. wnen the HVEM is used for the studies of the lattice
                                   'defect sensitive properties oÅí metals such as plastic deformation

and diffusion controiled phenomena, these defects will cause

additional effects, so that great attention Åíor the irradiation
                                                        'efdiect must be payed for the studies of these fields.

  IIX-1-2-2-5. Tri-interstitial Case Z: ([Vri-interstitial)
                                               ,
    lf the binding energy oÅí di-interstitiai is small the di-

interstitiaZ concentration muintain eguilibrium with interstitiaisi

and then

 ' Cz2 ='//: Ciexp(kBT) (26)
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        'where Z4 is the nunber of ways of the dissociation oÅí a di-

interstitial and B is the binding energsr of the di-interstitial.

Therefore, the nucleation rate oÅí tri-interstitials, which
                                                          'corresponds to arrival rate oÅí an interstitials to the di-inter-

stitials, is given by,

    :d:iiiEiCZt = zsMzci2ci --IItZ4!21i r5 kazexp(kBT)cl (27>

where Z4 is bhe nunber of the spontanious combination sites

of the reaction. Zf the binding energy of the tri-interstitial

is high enough te suppress of dissociation before the next

interstitial arrives to it, this rate implies the rate of

nucleation of interstitiai elusters.

   The intensity depenendence oÅí the saturated density ot inter-

stitial clusters for this tri-interstitial case would be obtained

by the simila? analysis as the case oÅí di•-interstitials

     cL=itilE72fllllggiiiii72fz2cZs5MI exp(liilr)p512 (2s)

                                  'for a thin foil, and
     CL=O'5`-(EtiIIIIi$lizizZiil)i/4exp(?llinr)p5/4 (2g)

tor a thick foiZ. These intensity dependences of the cluster

density do not explain the observed results, and it can be

infered that larger clusters, if supposed as the stable nucleus,

vvould result mueh more deviated resuits from the observation.

A di-interstitial, which serves as the stable nucleus, is

stabie at least until the next interstitial reaches and form a

tri-interstitial.,'  'Dhe life time estimation oÅí this process

implies that the binding energy of the di-interstitial is more
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than O.4eV.
    '     Mhe diameter of the interstitiai loop in a later stage in
                                        1/5 'a thick toil should be proportional to t .
             '                 '
  =Z-1-2-2-4. Mobility of interstitials

     Mhe results of experimental observation and kinetics

analysiS for the formation oÅí dislocation loops are summaeized

in Mable ZII, which shows that the experimental results agpeeed

well with the calculated results for di--interstitial case

assuming that the stable nuc]euS of the loop is a di-interstitial
                                                        zoand the migration rate of interstitials is as high as ZO

junps/sec at room temperature.

     Mhe width oÅí the denuded surface iayer of dislocation

loops, the gronth rate of dislocation loops and the shrinkage

rate of a quenched in vacancy type dislocation loop
                                                      10also agreed with the experimental results when Mz=5xlO

jumps/sec. As elearly seen Åírom eg.(24), the loop concentra--

tion increase with activation energy of migration of interstitials.

For example, when the activation energy is O.5eV, O.45eV or

O.55eV the corresponding concentration of dislocation loops
win be ixio-7, sxio-6 or sxio-5 respeckiveiy. 'Dherefore,
                'if the interstitial had a large activation energy as O.8eV
                                      '
whieh was proposed in the conversion-two-interstitial model,

the density of dislocation loops would be extremely high and

it vvould become impossible to explain the observed growth

rate of interstitial type dislocation ioops and the shrinkage

rate of vacancy type loops. OÅí cause if the larger cluster

of interstitials is assuned to be the stable nucleus of dis-

iocatien loop. for explaining the observed density oÅí
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     '
dislocation 16ops, the production rate dependence oe the

density does no zonger obey pi/2 as typicany shown in the

tri-interstitial case.

     :t can be concluded that an interstitial in gold have
extremely high mobility oÅí the order of lolOjunps/sec at room

temperature and di-interstitiai is the stable nucleus oÅí the

dislocation loops. - '
                                  '                             '
                                         '  IT:--i-2-5. Vacaney Clustered Defects

     Under the conditions for the appearence of the biack

spot ,defects, the interstitial type dislocation loops hardly

nueleate or at least they shnink even once have grown to an

observable size. This shows that the black spot defects

have the opposite naturre to that oÅí the interstitial clusters,

namely they are vacancy clusters. All the other various

observed behaviours of the black spot deÅíects strongly suggest

that the deÅíects are formed by the clustering of the lattice

       'vacancxes.
     Although the clustering of vacancies is delayed during

the irradiation by the fast moving interstitials, the cluster-

ing can easily takes piace after the cessation of irradiation

because the interstitials disappear very rapidly as soon as

the irradiation is stopped. During the aging, some of the

vacancies will annihilate at the vaeancy cZusters, interstitial

elusters and surfaces, and the others will Åíorm divacancies.
      'When the concentration of vacancies is high as in the present

case, the latter process is dominant except in the final part

of the recovery process. As soon as divacancy is formed

it would annihilate at above mentioned sinks, since their
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mobility is fairiy high at room temperature. Mherel'ore,

the vacancy clusters (black spot deÅíects) must be the major

sinks in the present case. Zn sueh a situation, the reaction

whi'ch controlls the preeess should be the formation of di-

vacancies, and the annihilation rate of vacaneies is equal to

the growth rate of vacancy eluster.
        '
                      '     durtv.-.9[till2ilBV=-z6Mvc2v (sO)

where, CBv is the cencentration oÅí vacancies aggregated as the

vacancy elusters during the aging, Mv the migration rate of

vacancy, Z6 the number of combination sites of the formation of

a divacancy. Hence,

             cv(o) ,     Cv=Z6ElecGr<5:ffE:lgKr nv (51)
where Cv(O) is the initial concentration of vacancies.

1?utting the observed half decay time, initial concentration

of vacancies and the aging temperature into eq.(51) one can

obtain about O.80eV for activation energy oÅí vacancy migration.

Since the value shows a good agreement with the activation

energy of so called stage ZII in the heavily irradiated

specimen, the black spot defects Åíormation is considered to

correspond to the stage ZZZ recovery. Consequently, it
      .should be concluded that the stage ZIZ is the stage of the

vacancy annihiZation.
                          '
     Observed preÅíerential formation of the black spot defects

in the area of high permanent sink density, such as in a

thin foii, in a deformed specimen and the area wit]L nigh

density of interstitial type of loops, can easily understood
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      '       '
as the result oÅí the high accumuiation of vaeancies by the

extra escape of interstitials to the permanent sinks. For

example oÅí a typical case in ti"jg. 26, in a thin Åíoil of the

                 e "-.                                    in concentration wili bethickne$s of 500A vaeaneies of 10

aecumulated by a i'ew minutes oÅí i.rradiation, whereas those in
a thick foil oÅí 50oOft wili reach only to lo`'5.

  UXrl.2-4-. Condition for Formation of Vacancy GZustered DeÅíects

              During Xrradiation

     During a eontinued irradiation vacancies will be accunulat-

ed while interstitials decreqse in a foil specimen for several

reasons described already in XIr-1-2-2. At a cirtain stage

the arrival rate of vaeancies to a deÅíecv cluster exceeds

that oÅí interstitials, namely

     ZviY[vCv> ZiMzCz (52)
where Zv and Zz mean the number of spontaneous combination

sites areund the defect for a vacancy and for an intersritial

respectively. Zn a later stage of irradiation, in which

the majority of point det'ects introctuced by irradiation are

continuously annihUated, and aLso at ;oom temperatune at

which vacancies cannot migrate rasv, the simple approximation

of eg.<7) can be used to obtain the relation bevween Cz and

Cv. Tne condition (52) Åíor che gronth of vaeancy type ciusters

     dv > (zZizxPv.b)i/2exp(llieYcif) os)

or the criticaL temperatune above whicn the vacancy type

det'ects can be formed is
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               EV
     TC='k"--T:-;pt'"--'=l.(zli':vl;.cv) 04)

Zt should be noted here vhat Tc ctepends on the activation

energy of vacancy migration but does not ctepend on that of
intersvitials. 'i'he relation between Nc anct El for various •

Cv are shovvn in Fig. 50. tiince Zv and Zr::depend on the

interaction energy bevween the point deÅíeccs and the clusuer,

they will diz)i'er aecording to the type of the defecV clusters.

Aivhough uhe values of 2iv and ZI ane ctitferent :'rom eacn other

and vary with the type oÅí the defects, depending on tne

interaetion energy betvveen each Kind oÅí point detects and tne

cluster, Zv=ZI waS assuned z'or simpiicivy in the figure.
Supposing that EVm is about O.8eV, the growth of the vacancy

type eluster during irradiation at room temperature is possible

only if the vacaney concentration reaches to a value as high
as lo-5.

:U-2. Iron
  ::Z-2-1. Experimental Results

     Although oniy a preliminary experiment was performed on

iron in this work without giving great caee upon the specimen
purity' , some interesting results vvere obtained as follows.

     :n Fig. 51 are shown small dotted deÅíects oÅí extremely

high density which have grown up by the irradiation with 2.0MeV

electrons. Even in a thin edge region of the specimen

thinner than a few handreds Angstrom the defects eould be

observed3 Zt should be noted that the iayer free from the
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defect clusters was much thinner than that observed in gold.

The defects grown by a long irradiation caused the distortion

of the lattice large enough to remove the egual thickness

fringes. The irradiation intensity dependence of Åíormation

ot the clusters was examined. Fig. 52 shows the comparison

of the defect densities for theee difÅíerent intensities i.e.,
o.s "xloi8, 1.7xlo18, and 4.7xio18eiectrons/cm2sec.

Mhe density of the defects counted at the areas of the saxne
                ethiekness (5000A) which was estimated from the equal thickness

irringes are plotted in Fig. 55 against the total dose. It

vvas evident from these figures that the density of the defects

saturated during the earXy stage of irradiation and that the
                                                   'saturated vaiues varied with the irradiation intensity.

Fig. 54 shows that the density increased with the square root

of the irradiation intensity as observed in gold.
    '
  rll-2-2. Discussions
                                    '     As discussed in III-Z-1-2, the irradiation intensity

dependence of the cluster formation suggests that the nucleus

oÅí the observed defects is the eluster of two point defects.

Mhe junp frequency MI of the defects Åíorming the observed deÅíect,

ciusters,which was estimated from eq.(2") is the order of
lo7/sec and this yieids the activation energy eÅí the motion

oÅí the defect oÅí about O.25eV.

     The recovery oÅí pu]?e iron irradiated at iow temperature

have several distinet reeovery stages and one of them, which

appeared near 80K vvith activation energy of O.25eV has been
                              27)                                  to the Åíree migration ofascribed by some investigators

<ilO> split type interstitial. Vifhen we accept these
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interpretation, the observed deÅíects can be assigned to be

the aggergation of interstitials.

    Because the specimen used in the present experiment was

not of high purity, the rele of the impurity atoms on the
                                       'formation oÅí the defect cluster should be take4 into account.

an extremie ease, it is assumed that only the impurity atoms
                   '                   'beeome the centers of the interstitial ciusters and the binding

energy between an impurity and an interstitiai atom is''large.
AS the discussion in UI--i-1-2, if the mi' graaton rate oÅí

interstitials is large, the accumulation rate of vacancies

for large t is given by

    2:tlyv..-.p.i2i.I3{EgLCfm (ss)

hence'

     cv .(tft!i{lil!l!gi)i/2 "/2 (s6)

                                                      '
where Clm is the concentration of' impurity atoms and Z7 is the

number of sites of interstitial-impurity atom eombination.

From eq.(56) and (7)
    Ci=(-5tMltiliZJuii;Mziz7cz.)i/2tpti/2 ' (s7)

Mhe nucieation' rate oÅí the defect c2uster is

                              1/2    ddCtC=Miz7czcz.=<TZZtlllli!g!iCiim) t'bi/2 os)

where Cc is the eoncentration of the defect ciusters. At the
early stage of irradiation where C!m is essentially constant,

                  1/2    cc.<r:2::{k.:Ii!LZiC ) ti/2 . og)

As
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Although the concentration oÅí interstitial elusters compared
at the same irradiation time depends on pi/2, they i.ncrease

with tl/2 and win graduany saturate at the level of CIm

after a long time irradiation. The observed Ldefects eoncentration

saturated at the level much lovver than that oÅí the impu]?ity

coneentration, and the assunption of the nucleation at an

impurity atom should b.e deniced. . It is resonable to neglect

the roie of impurity atoms in the discussion of the assignnent

of the deÅíect eluster described above.
    '

:I:-5. Aiuminum
  U:-5-l. ExperimentaX Results

    Quenched aluninum containing a number of large vacancy

type dislocation loops was irradiated by 2.5 ivieV electrons
of 1.oxloi9 electrons/cm2sec. The incident beam was nearly

normal to (100) plane. As shown in Fig.55 the defect clusters

became visibie after irradiation for 40 seconds, and then

increased their size. The time needed for the growth to
                      'reach the visible size is much longer than that in goid which

was less than 1 second!

    After grown iarge, the defects sho7ved the typical images of

disXocation loops of four kinds. This suggests that these

loops were dislocation loops lying on four {Ul} planes, which
                                              l8)have been already reported by Shiraishi et al. . Fig. 56
shows that the growth rate of the loop slows down gradually with

the irrad•iation time. The disZocation Zoops formed inside

a large quenched-in vacaney type ioop in Fig'. 57 showed some-

what difÅíerent growth features compared with those Åíormed in

the matrix. Mhey have grown up to the observrabie size within

10 seconds, and their growth rate after this fast growt'a was
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rather slow compared with other loops formed in the matrix.

Mhe growth manner ef the loop is also shown in Fig. 56.

    As illustrated in Fig. 58 the quenched"n loops shrank by

absorbing interstitials formed by irradiation. Zt is inter-'

esting that the shninkage rate at the corner is smaller than

that at the middle oÅí the straight edge of the loop.

   :ZX-5•-2. Discussions

 . Small dislocation loops formed by the irradiation were
identified as the vacancy type by shiraishi et al.18) and

kinet,ics analysis described in ZZI-1-2-5 aiso supports their

assingment. As the activation ener.gy oÅí vacancy migration
                                                            28)in aluninum obtained from the quenching experiment is O.64eV ,
according to eq.(55) vacancy cluster wili be formed when
vacancies aecunulate above sxio-5. zn the case of Fig. s5

the concentration of vacancies is expected to reach this level

by irradiation of a few ten seconds from the kinetics analysis.

Mhis time agreed well with the observed time necessary Åíor the

appearence of the clusters.

    In oTder to understand the shrikage of iarge quenched-in

ioops during the gronth eÅí smaller radiation induced loops oÅí

the same type, the flow of point defeets around the dislocation

loops was considered. The migration oÅí interstitials, which

have muc]L smaller activation energy oÅí migration than vacancies,

is naturaiiy more aft'ected by the presence of strain field

gradient. It is weU known that the strain Åíield of a large

dislocation loop ean be approximated by that of a stright dislo-

cation line and is in.inverse proportion to the distance from

the dislocation, while that of a small loop is in inverse
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proportion to the squal?e oe the distance as the resuits of the
                           'contributions from the whoie parts oÅí the loop. ThereÅíore,

the 3arge loops introduced by guenching have more exÅëended

strain field compared vvith that of a small Zoop. . This eauses

more absorption of interstitials by a large loop, and conse-

quently its shrinkage.

    Since the interaction between an interstitial and a vaeancy

type dislocation loop is attractive at the inside of the loop

but repulsive at the eutside, the interstitials inside the loop

should be absorved preferentially by it. rhis local decrease'

oÅí interstitials gives rise to an additional 4ccumulation oÅí
                                   'vacancies inside.the large shrinkage loop, and these vancncies

enhance the nucleation of vacancy type loops as shown in Fig. 57.

At the corner of the hexagonal dislocation loop the attractive

interaction in the loop is smailer than that of the stright

part and repulsive one out the loop is stronger, so that the

shrinkage rate at the former must be slow compared with that at

the latter as shown in Mg. 58.

    Mhe interstitial clusters must be formed at the early

stage oÅí irradiation as gold, however the mobility oÅí a vacancy

is fairXy large in aluminum, interstitial cluster$ can not grow

large enough for the observation through the electron micro-•

scope, and they will ctisappear after vacancies accumulated

highly.

ZII-Lv. Ai-6.5 ate/oZn
                  '
    FiguDe 59; is an exarnple of irradiation of the alloy, in

which heiical dislocations end vacancy type dislocation loops

had already been intrOduced by guenching. Mhe formation oÅí
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the nevv loops by the electron irradiation of this alloy was

found to be much sZobuer and fewer in nunber compared with the

case of pure aluninun. For instance the last stage in Rig. 59

had undergone the more irradiation time with a stronger

intensity eompared with the last stage of pu]re aluminum in

Fig. 55. In spite of this strong irradiation, much fewer

number of loops were observed in tne alloy. , Especially the

formation of the loops were suppressed near the quenched--in

qislocation loops and helicai dislocations.
    '    Vacancy type helical dislocationsf.were observed to inerease
                                                      'their radii of tuen and a stright dislocation located in the
     'upper right part oÅí the figure had developed into helix.

The diraction oÅí the turn of this newly developed helix was

confirmed with the aid oÅí stereoscopic observation to be the

same as those intrdueed by quenching. All the loops intro-

duced by quenching were observed to grQw by irradiation. The

amount of the growth of heh'cal dislocation, guenched--in loops

and newly formed dislocation loops are plotted against the

irradiation time in Fig. 40. The growth of newly appeared

dislocation loops is a littie larger than that of the other

defects. The growth of the guenched-in vacancy type deÅíects

in Al-Zn alloy is in contrast to the shrinkage oÅí large vacancy

type loops observed in pure aluninum in section IZZ-5. Mhe

growth can not be expXained directly from the change in the

vacancy behaviour, beeause the slower formation of new loops

in the alloy is suggesting the suppression of the vacancy reac-

tion. Mhe reason for the difference between this alloy and

pure aluminum, thereÅíore, should be sought in the cbange in

the interstitial behaviour. If the interstitials are trapped
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by soiute atoms,
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                    Capter ZV. Summary

   Mhe formation of deÅíects by the aggregation of interstitals

and vacancies introduced in various metals by the irradiation

of 2.0N2.5 MeV eleetrons at room temperature was continuousXy

traced in the high voltage eiectron microscope.

   Gold
                                'i) The aggregation of interstitials generally precedes that

of vacancies and the extent of the two processes are greatiy

modified by the existance of dislocations, grain boundaries and

specimen surfaces.

2) The defects formed by the aggregation of interstitials

are initially hexagonal dislocation ioops with stacking fault

and finally grow into the perÅíect dislocation loops of irre-

gular shapes.

5) Mhe defects formed by the aggregation of vacancies are

observed as black spots.

4) In an area close to the permanent sinkes, no ciustering of
 '
interstitials takes place, and preferential clustering of
                       'vacancies occurs as the resuXt of the extra accumulation of

vaeancies survived the annihilation.

5) Vvaen the irradiation is interrupted, the growth of the

black spot defects and shrinkage ot interstitial type dislocation
                                     'loops are observed.

6) Stacking fauZt tetrahedra introduced by guenching are

eonverted into dislocation loops and then shrank.
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7) Kinetics anaiysis of the point defect behaviour in foils

assuming the random motion and reactLon of inverstitials and

vacancies exp]at.ns all the various behaviours of the point

defects clusters.

8) Experimentally observed sguare root dependence oÅí tne

interstitial ciuster density on the irradiation intensity is

interpreted by the assunptien that the di-interstitiaLs:.are •the

stabie nuciei for the ciusters.

9) The diameters of the majority of the loops formed by

irradiation increase witn a proportionai relationsnip to tne

cube' root of the irradiation time. The deviation from the

relationship is due to the diÅíference of Vhe interstitial

aecumulation influenced by permanent sinks.

10) Mne activation energy of migration of vacancies and

interstitials wnicn fiv to explain the observed results are

O.80 eV and O.15eV respectiveiy. This ieads to the conclusion

that the stage XII recovery arises from the vacancy migration.

   Iron

li) orhe det'ect formation is proportional to the sguare root

of the irradiation intensity.

L2) .Tne activation energy of migration of the point defects
                                       'whicn form tne observed ciusters is O.25eV.. This'-suggests

that the irr4diation-produced interstitials migrate and

Åíorm the clusters.

   Aiuminum anct aiuminum-zinc alloy

i5) In aluminum there is pret'erential nucleation oi' irradiation
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induced small dislocation loops on the thermally introduced

large Åíaulted loops.

14) The shrinkage of large dislocation loops of vacancy type

in aluminumwith the simultaneous growth of smalZ loops oÅí the
                        'same type shows; the existanee of the attractive interaction

between the dislocations and interstitials.

15) The shrinkage rate of a hexagonai disiocation loop at

 its corner is slower than that at the stright part.. It can

be attributed to the difference of the strenghts of the strain

field at these parts.

     '16) The formation of defect clusters in Ai-Zn alloys by

eleebron irradiation is much iess compared with that in pure

aluminum.

17) Mhe comparison of the growth and shrinkage oÅí large

vacancy type defects between pure aluninum and Al--Zn alloy
le' ads to the conelusion of interstitials trapping by solute
                   'atoms.
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                        Mgure Captions

                           ..Fig. 1 The maximun energy transfered, Tm, to an atomic nucleus

    by an electron in a head-on elastic eollision vs the
    eiect•ren energy Åíor severai eiements7).

Fig. 2 Primary and total displacement cross sections for gold
                                    '    computed using the Mott series Åíor diÅíÅíerent thresheld
                                   7)    energies vs the electron energy .
Fig. 5 A high voltage electron microscope HV-2000 installed in

' Osaka University in.1972. "A" ts the aceelerator tank, "B"
    microscope colum and "C." .the vibration Åíree support.

                                                  'Fig. 4 Dislocation loops formed in electron irradiated gold.

    Zrradiated for (a) 110 seconds and (b) 240 seconds with
                                                18                                                   electrons/    2.S MeV eleetrons oÅí the intensity of 6.4xlO
      2    cm sec. Hexagonal loops wiVh stacking fault are denoted
                       '    by H.

Fig. 5 Stacking Åíault fringe contrast inside a dislocation loop.

Fig. 6 Progress oÅí the formation of dislocation loops Åíor two

    different intensities at the area with the same thiekness and
    orientation. (a) s.4kloi8 eleÅëtrons/cm2sec, and (b) 2.6x

    lo19 eiectrons/cm2see with 2.s Mev electrons. zntegrated

    dose (eiectrons/cm2) is shown fer each micrograph.

Fig. 7 Variation of number of dislocation loops with the
    irradiation time in the specimen iimadiated with 2.0 MeV
    electrons of 4.sxlo18eiectrons/cm2sec.

Ng. 8 Variation oÅí the observed number oÅí dislocaSion loops

    with the specimen thickness for three different irradiation
    intensit•ies. o ; is.sxioi8, x: s.7xioi8 and e: o.sxxoi8

    electrons/cm2sec, all with 2.5 Mev electrons.

the



.Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.
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 9 Irradiation intensity dependence of the dislocation loop
density compared at the same dose of sx lo20 electrons/cm2.

      '
 10 Denuded zone of dislocation loops along a grain

boundary. Irradiated. with 2.0 MeV electrons.

 11 Suppression of the formation of disloeation loops by

tangled dislocations. Irradiatied Åíor 155 seconds with
2.oMev electrons of s.2xloi9 electrons/cm2sec.

 12 Growth behaviours of dislocation loops. The diaJneter

of the ioops A and B increase proportionally to the cube roet

of th6 i'rradiation time.

 15 Variation of the growth and shrinkage behaviours of

loops with the specimen thickness. Thickness increases

from right to left in the figure on the top. 'rhe iocation

of the enlarged micrographs are indieated by A, B, C and D.

rtradiated by 2.0 MeV electrons.' The times indicated

in•the figures are the irradiation time.

 IZ- Growth and shrinkage behaviours of black spot defects

duming and after the irradiation. Formation and' growth

of dislocation leops and black spot defects during the

irradiation, (a), (b) and (c). Rapid growth of the

black spot deÅíects after irradiation with the simultanious

shninkage of loops, (d) and (e). Sh]?inkage oÅí the black

spot defects and the growth of the loops by resuming

irTadiation, (r). Zrradiated at 2.0 'MV with intensity
of 1.6xloi9 electrons/cm2sec and the 6pecimen thickness

was about 800 X.

 15 Variations ef (a) diamet-er of dislocation loops in

Fig. IZv, (b) density and (c) average diameter oÅí black
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    spot defeets near the loops during irradiation and aging.
                     'Fig. 16 Concentration of vacancies during aging estimated from

    the size and the density of the black spot deÅíects in Fig.15.

Fig. 17 A pair of a stereoscopic micrographs which show the

    three dimentional distribution oÅí black spot defects appeared

    after irradiation.

Fig. 18 Progress of the formation of biack spot deÅíects in a

    dislocation forest. Enhanced Åíormation oÅí the black

    spot defects are observed in the high density regions

    of disiocations. Formation of a helical dislocation denoted

    by H and movement of dislocations are also observed.
    2.o kfv, s.2xloi9 electrons/em2sec. soo/o deÅíormed gold.

Fig. 19 Variation of the areal density of black spot defects

    with irradiation time in the high and low density regions

    of dislocations in k'g. 18.

Fig. 20 Formation of black spot deÅíects by a strong irradiation.

    Enlianced formation oÅí black spot defects are observed inside
    the large irradiation loops. 2.o.Mv, s.2xlo19 electrons/

       sec.    cm
                   '
Fig. 21 Variation of areal density of blaek spot deÅíects around
    a dislocatioh.loop shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 22 Stacking Åíault tetrahedra denoted by T in (a) converted

    into disZocation loops, L, in (b) and sh]?ank in (c).
    Irradiated with 2.o harev eiectrons oÅí s.lxiol7 electrons/cm2sec.

Fig. 25 Disiocation loops converted from stacking fault tetra•-

    hedra shrank by irradiation with 2.0 MeV eXectrons.
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 24 Computer calculated concentrations of vaeanc;es and

interstitials during the constant irradiatien with the
produetion rate of lxlO-t"/sec for "on elustering case".

Numerical values of the pararneters used in the caluculations

are shown in the Åíigume.

 25 Variation of Cv and Cz in the !'clustering case" during

a eonstant irradiation, which were obtained by analytical
                               'approximation.

 26 Behaviouns of computer caleulated concentration of

vacancies and interstitials in the "clustering case".

Mhis Åíigune eorresponds to the analytical approximation in

Fig.•25•

 27 The comparison oÅí the concentration of interstitial

elusters in a thin foil obtained by the numerical caluculation

( ).and analytical approximation (;----).

 28 Results of the computer simulation of concentrations
              'of vacancies, interstitials, and interstitial clusters Åíor

various irradiation intensities. Mhe values used Åíor

each parameter are shown in the figure.
                        '
 29 rrradiation intensity dependence of the concentration
of interstitiai ciusters at io-5, lo"2 and ioei second in

the computer simulated resuLts of Fig. 28.

 50 The eritial temperature for the formation oÅí the vacancy

clusters Åíor various vacaney concentrations.

 51 Progress of the Åíormation of defeet ciusters in iron.

Elimination of equal thickness fringes ,is observed in the

heaviiy irradiated'Larea.



Fig.

Fig-
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 52 Comparison of the defect Åíormation in iron at the
same totai dose of i.sxio2i eiectrons/cm2 Åíor three difÅíerent

                                       18                                                     l8irradiation intensities. (a) O.5 xlO , (b) 1.7xlO
-and (c) 4.7xioi8 eiectrons/cm2sec, with 2.o Mev eiectronse

 55 Variation of concentration oÅí deÅíect clusters with

total dose for thrree different irradiation inte.nsities

eorresponding to the micrographs in Fig. 52.

 54 Xrradiation intensity dependence of satunated density

of defect elusters in iron.
                                      '
 55 Formation of ioops of high density in aluminum, and

shrinkage of larrge vacancy tyFe dislocation loops

introduced by quenching.

 56' Variations oÅí diameters of loops •inside a guenched-in

large ioop and in the matrix during constant irradiation
vvith 2es Mev electrons of 1.oxlo19 exectrons/cm2sec.

 57 Preferential nucleation of loops on the dislocation
loops introduced by guenching. 2.sw, 1.oxlo19 electrons/

  2   sec.em
 58 Shrinkage oÅí iarge vacancy type dislocation loops

introduced by guenching.

                                ' 59 Electron irradiation of guenched Ai-6.5 at.'?6Zn.

Growth oÅí helical disiocations and formation of new ioops are

observed. Development of a new helical dislocation is

seen at the top right of the succesive figures. 2.5 MV,
2.oxioi9 eiectrons/cm2see;L

 40 Growth of helical, disiocation, que'nched•-in dislocation

loops and newly appeared loops by irradiation with 2.0 MeV
electrons of 2.oxloi9 eiectrons/cm2sec.



                   Mable Z.

Experimentaliy determined threshold

corresponding mialmum energy Ed of

make the displacement

 energy Td

an eZecVron

and

 to

element Td(eV) Ed(kev) References

Au 56 15.8 (29)

cu 22 4.5 (50)

16 1.7 (51)
Al

l9 2.0 (52)

Fe 24 4.5 (50)



Recovery stages

     Table I:

in Au, Cu and Al after electron irradiation

StageI StageIZ StageZIZ

Au Cu Al AU cu Al AU Cu Al

Approx.'temp(K) 45 16•-55 IZS•N50 45N240 absent 70Ni40 240.v550 •250,-550 200N280

Percentageof
recovery

28 9o 85 56 o 5 •56 9 IO

Activation
energy

O.02
.O.;5

O.05,N.O.12 O.22
,vO•55 O.60

**O.60.*.
O.62**

Orderof
reaction 1,? 1•-5 1,2 2 2 2

ReÅíerences 8}, (54) (56) (55) (54) (57) (55)
**(58):,

(59)**



Mable IZZ.

KineticsAnaiysis
-Experime- ntal Di-interstitial

case
Iri-interstitial

case

InterstitialCluster
Density(cm"'5) lo15

.

1.2xlo15
**s.4xloll,v4.lxlo15

(B--OtvO.LeV)

P--Dependenceo'ÅíInter.
ClusterDensity

pl/2 pl/2 ?5/4

DislQcatior?LoOP,LDiameter(A) goti/5 iooti/5 2oooti/5

*

**

                                                               '!nterstitial ciuster densities are compared at p=lo-L-/sec and the mobility

ofan ihterstitial is assumed to be" 5xloiOjumps/sec in the kinetics analysis.

                                                          '
The density oÅí interstitial clusters alters with binding energy ot an

di-interstitial.
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